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Exercise

Fromthe s.hool book

Choose the correct answer from the given ones :

( I ) The force is defined by ... . ..

(a) its magnitude-

(c) the point of action.

OA,pply .t Higher OrderThinking Skills

(b) its direction.

(d) all the previous.

( 2 ) Two forces act at a point. The magnitude of the two forces are 5 
' 

3 newton and the

angle between them 60' , then the magnitude of their resultant = .......... newton.

(a) 2 (b) 5 (c)'7 (d) 8

( 3 ) Two forces act at a point the magnitude of the two forces 8{? , 8 newton and the

measure of the iflcluded angle between them 150' r then the magnitude of their

resultant = ......-... newton.

(a) 64 (b) 32 (c) 16 (d) 8

( 4 ) Two perpendicular forces act at a point. The magnitude of the two forces

12 :5 newton , then the magnitude oftheir resultant = ... newtofl.

(d) 14(b) 7

a

I

I

@

(a) t'7 (c) 13

( 5 ) Resultant oftwo forces 6 newton and 8 newton could be .......... newton.

t
I

lrt

(a) 20 (b) 15 (c) 12 (d) I

\

Forces -

Resultant of two

forces meeting

at a point
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( 6 ) The magnitude oftwo forces are 4 ,5 N. They act at a point and cosine of their

included angle is ? , then the magnitude of their resultant R = .............. newtons.-5

(c) 20 (d) 2s

?
a

(b) s

( 7 ) Two forces act at a point. The magnitude ofthe two forces are 6 : 3 newton

and their resultant is perpendicular to one of them , then the magnitude of their

resultant = ............. - newton.

(a) 3 G)318 (c) 6 (o 5{,
( I ) T\vo forces enclosing between them an angle of measure 0 , then the magnitude of

their resultant ......

(a) increase as the value of 0 increase.

(b) doubled as the value of 0 doubled.

(c) itrcrease as the value of 0 decrease.

(d) don't change as change of the value of 0

( 9 ) In the opposite ligure :

The magnitude of the rcsultant of the two forces in

the figure = ...... rlewton.

(a) 15

(a)'7

(c) I

(10) In the opposite figure :

Magnitude of the rcsultant

of the two forces = ..-.... newton.

(a)2F

(c,13 F

(11) The magnitude ofthe resultant

of the two forces shown in the

opposite figure is ....-

rurl" (b) F G){,F (d)1EF

(12) If the resultant of the two forces Ft , F2 bisects the angle between them. Which of

the following statements is fue ?

OF, =F,
(a) only @

(c)only@,@

(b) 5

olt

(b) F

(d) zero

on=4*4
(b) only @ r@

(d) A11 the Fevious.

@=.r*"r-

OF,=4
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(13) T$o forces act at a point. The magnitude of the two forces are F , 2 newto[ and the

measure of the angle between them is 60" 
' 
if their resultaDr equal 2 ]13 newton

,thenF=..- newton.

(c) 8 (d) 12

(14) The magnitude of two forces F , 2 newton and the measure of their included

angle = 
:{: and rhe mamiude of theh resultant is F ne$,ton , then F = ....-..... newton.-l

(a) 2 (b) 3 (c) 4 G)2^[,
(15)--Twoforcesofequalmagritudes'enclosingbetweenthemanangleofmeasure{

2

If the magnitude of their rcsultant is 8 N. r then the value of each force measured in

newton is ......

@)z''{i (b) 4 nq''[i (d) 8

(16) Two equal forces in magnitude 
' 
the magnitude of their resultant = 71[ newton and

the measure of the included angle is f , then the magnitude of each of

them=....-..newton.

(a)3 (b)56

(17) The magnitude of two forces F , F kg.wt. , the magnitude of their rcsultanr

24 kg.wt. and inclined to the first force by an angle of measure 30'

, then F = ......... kg.wt.

(a) I G) 8{a r") s1E (d) 12

(18) Two forces of magnitudes 8 and F gm.wt. The measurc of the angle between them is

C[ e]0 , fi[ , their resultant bisects the included angle between them

, dren F = ....... . gm.wt.

(a) 4 (b) 16 rqzl[i (d) 8

(19) = Two forces of magnitudes 3 , F newton and the measurc of the angle between

them is 120". If their resultant is per?endicular to the first force , so rhe value of F

in newton is ...... ..

(a) 1.5 (b) 3

(20) The magnitude of two perpendicular forces are (2 F - 5) and (F + 2) newton

and the magnitude of their resultanr if 3{5 newton . then F = .......... newron.

(a) 2 (b) 4

(c) 5 (d) 1

("):{l (d) 6

I

I

71

(a) 1 (b) 4 (c) 6 (d) 3
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(21) Two forces of magnitudes 6 N. and 10 N. : if the magnitude of their resultant is 14 N.

r then the measure of the aflgle between the forces is ..........

(a) 15' (b) 30' (c) 60" (d) 45'

(22) -,= Two equal forces r the magnitude of each of them is 6 N . 
' 

the magnitude of

their resultant is 6 N. , then the angle between them equals ..........

(a) 30' (b) 60" (d) rs0'

(23) Two forces of magnitudes 6 N. and 8 N. 
' 
if the magnitude of their resultant is 2 N.

, then the measure ofthe angle between the two forces is ..........

(a) 30" (b) 90' (c) t80' (d) 210.

(24) Magnitude of resultant of two forces of magnitudes 6 , 2.5 newton is equal

to 6.5 newton , then the angle between the two forces is ...............

(b) an obtuse angle.

(d) a straight angle.

(25) The magnitude of two forces are 2 F , 5 F newton and the measure of their included

angle is 0 and thei rcsultant is 3 F r then 0 = ......

(a) zero (b) 60'

(a) all acute angle.

(c) a right angle.

(c) 120'

(c) 90" (d) 180'

(26) Two forces ofmagnitudes 3 F and F newton and their resultant is 4 F newton

, then the measure of the angle between them = .

(a) 60" (b) 0' (c) 180' (d) 90.

(27) Two forces of magnitudes F and F act at a particle and their resultant is F , then the

measure of the angle between the two forces = .-........

(a) 120' (b) 60' (c) 45" (d) e0'

(28) The magnitude of rwo forces acring ar a point F ,{3 F newton. If rhe magnitude of

their resultant is 2 F newton , then the measure of their included angle equals ..........

(a) 30" (b) 60' (c) 90' (d) 120.

(29)IfR=={+{andllill=ll4ll llf ll , *,"n tt" -"u.ure ofthe ansle between

F, :F, equals...- .

(a) zero {b}q'4
(30) If the magnitude of the rcsultant of two forces act al a point is maximum value

, then the measure of the angle between the two forces equal .-........

{c)lL') (d) ,r

(a) 180' (b) 120' (c) zero (d) 60'
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(31) The measure of the angle between { and the resultant of the t*o for"". @ + {.)

(32) If R] is the resuttant of the two forces (F] , {) -a R] i. tt 
" 

.".ultant of the two

rorces @, Fr, llEll=ll{ll , then ....

and (F, -Fr) is .... .

(a) zero (b) rl

(a) Rr a R2

c)l\ l= ll& |

@+

(b) Rr = R2

(d) Rr // R,

(c) 60'

(c)'7

(d)+

(d) e0'

(33) Two forces of magnitudes 4 and 6 newton. The measure of the angle between them

is 90o 
' 

then the tangent of the angle between the resultarlt and the first force

equal 
^r.@1 (b), (c)21t3 (dr I2o

(34) The magnitudes of two perpendicutar forces arc 6 , 8 newton then the measure of

the angle between the rcsultant and the first force is ...-

(a) sin ' $ (b) cos I f (") tun ' t (d) tan I f
(35) Two forces of magnitudes F r 2 F newton act at a point 

' 
if the resultant of them is

perpendicular to one of them , then R = ..... ..

(,)1EF G){,F (c)3F (d) F

(36) Two forces of magnitudes 31 2 and 6 newton and the measure of the angle betweel

them is 135" , then the measure of the angle between their rcsultant and the second

force is.........

(a) 30' (b) 4s'

(37) Two forces ofmagnitudes 12 , 15 newton act at a particle and the measure of the

enclosing angle between them is O" . wh.re cos 0 = * . then the measure ofthe

included angle between the resultant and the first forc"e = . '
(a) zerc (b) 30 (c) 90 (d) 36" si

(38) The magnitude of two forces acting on a particle are 5 r 8 newton r then the smallest

value of their resultant = .......... newton.

(a) 2 (b) 3 (d) 13

(39) Two forces of magnitudes 9 newton r 1000 dyne , the maximum value of their

resultant.......

(a) 1009 dyne. (b) 1009 newton. (c) 9.01 dyne. (d) 9.01 newton.
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(40) Two forces of magnitudes 5 
' 
F newton 

' 
if the smallest resultant of them is

l0newton,F>5,thenF=.......... newton.

(a) 6 (b) r0 (c) 15 (d) 20

(41) Two forces act at a point. The magnitude of the two forces are 5 F 
' 

3 F. Ifthe

maximum value of their resultant is 40 newton , then the minimum value of their

resultant -........- newton.

(a) 10 (b) 20 (c) 5 (d) zero

(42) Two forces act at a point. The magnitudes of the two forces are 5 r 3 newton r then

the magnitude of their resultant measure by newton C ....

(a) [2 , 8] o)12,8[ (c) [3 ,5] (d) l3 ,5[

(43) If 0 is the angle between two forces of magnitudes 2 newton , 6 newton

, e e ]0 , fi] , then the magnitude of their resultant measured by newton C ..

(a) 14 , 8[ o)[4's[ (c) 14 , 8l (d) [4 , 8]

(44) Two forces ofequal magnitude and the magnitude of their resultant equal 16 newton

when the measure ofthe angle between rhe two forces is $ . rhen the ma\jmum

value of their resultant equal ..... .... newton

(a) 32 o)8{t @rcafi (d) zero

(45) Two forces of magoitude Fl , F2 kg.wt. 
' 

where Fl > F, and the magnitude of

smallest and grcatest resultant of them are 3 and 12 gm.M. rcspectively

,thenF?-F;=........
(a) t2 (b) 3

(46) The magnitude of two forces are 12 , 17 newton then the difference between the

greatest and the smallest value oftheir resultant = ......... newton.

(a) 29 (b) 5

)
a

o

o

o

t

o

(c) 9 (d) 36

(c) 14 (d) 24

(47) TWo forces of magnitude F ,{3 F newton meeting at a point and the magnitude of

their resultant is R1 when the measure of the angle between the two forces is 90o

, and their resultant becomes R2 when the measure ofthe angle between the two

forces is 150" r then ..........

(a) Rr = R, (b) R1 =2R2 (c) Rr = (d) Rr =

(48) The direction ofthe resultant of the forces

which represented in the opposite figure

is

(a) OI

t")d

j*,?*,

(b) ot
(d) oi
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, (49) Two forces act at a point and the magnitude of smallest and greatest resultant of

them are 0 and 12 newton respectively , then

(a) magnitude ofone force is three times magnitude ofthe other.

(b) magnitude of one force is twice magnitude ofthe other.

(c) the two forces are equal in magnitude.

(d) the two forces are per?endicular.

Find the magnitude and the direction ofthe resultant of two perpendicular forces of

magnitudes 8 and 15 kg.wt. acting at a pafticle.

The magnitude ofthe rcsultant of two perpendicular forces is 50 newton. If the resultant

mal(es with the first force an angle of measure 30" ' find the magnitude of each ofthese

trvo forces.

Two forces of magnitudes 30 and I 6 newton act at a particle , if the magnitude ol their

resultant is 26 newton. Find the measure of the angle between these two forces. ll(r '

Two forces are of magnitudes 9 atrd 6 kg.wt. act at a particle. The measue of

the included angle is [[ , find o if the magnitude of the resultant is 3]F kg.wt. 
' 

find the

measure of the angle between the resultant and the great force. " 
a = 120' , s = a0' 5i 3; ,

Ttvo forces acted at a point. If the magnitude of the fi$t is 15 kg.wt. towards East and the

second is of magnitude l8 kg.wt. in the direction 30" West of the North. Calculate the

masnitude and the direction ofthe resultant.

- Two forces of magnitudes 12 , F kg.wt. act on a point. The first force acts in direction

ofEast and the second force acts in direction 60' South of the West. Find the magnitude

of F and the magnitude of the resultant ifit is known that the line of action of the

resultant acts in the direction 30' South ofthe East.

Two forces act at a particle and they include an angle olmeasurc o where tan c! = a
'rtZ

If the resultant is perpendicular to the small force and the magnitude of the great force

equals 30 kg.wt. What is the magr tude ofeach ofthe small force and the resultant ?

"17kcwt.,e=61'55 39"

" 
zsl/i , us newton "

c

I
c

I

J

1

@

" 
:{:t r.g..t. , e = os' s6 si "

" 
o tg.wr., s{itg.wt. ,

" 151/3 kg.wt. , I5 ks.Nt.,
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Find the magnitude and the direction of the resultant in each of the following ligures :

(1)

F2=5{tN

ru Two forces of magnitudes F r 4 newton act on a particle and the measure of the angle

betweea their directions is 120" , the magnitude of their resultaDt equals 4{3 newton.

Find the magnitude of F atrd the measue of the angle that R ftom with F " 8 neMon ,30',

Two forces of magnitudes { 3 F and 2 F act at a point. Find the measwe of the angle

included between them if their rcsultant is perpendicular to the small force and if F = 15

Find the magnitude of the resulta[t. < 150' , 15 newton ,

T$o forces of magnitudes 2{2 and F newton act at a particle aod the magnitude of their

resuitant is{I newton. If rhe rcsultant is perpetrdicular to the s€cond forc.e 
' 
find F and

the measure of the angle between the two forces. .1G,.*,on , rso'"

Two forces of magnitudes 16 atrd F kg.fi. act on a particle arld the measure of

dre angle between them is 120'. If their resulrant is inclined to &e force 16 kg.wt.

by an angle whose measure is 30" , find the mag tude of F and the resultant.

(3)

. 8 kg.rvt., slEkg.rvt.,

.: Three forces of magnitudes 5 , 10 ,4f N. act on a particle 
' 
if the measure of the

angle between the first alld the second forces equals 60" , find the magnitude of the

maximum and the minimum resultant for the three forces. " 
Ot[*"r"", ]F**., "

TWo forces of magnitudes 2 F and 3 F newton. The angle between them is of measure 0

, Iind the value of g if the magnitude of their resultant is :

(2) F

" 109" 28 16 ,180' , zero, 90'"

(r) 3F

(3) 5F (4) {13 F

(i: r)/\.i^riu r/{dJU) .,,.,.Ur,,-,,,.,r-.1r ,-t-aX @
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lEl T\Yo forces of -r."itudes 2 
' 
F newton 

' 
the angle between them is of measurt 120'

i find F in eacn of the trro cases :
I

| 
(l) Ji The direcrion ofrhe resulrant is perpendicular to rhe second force.

I {2) 1-he resultanr inclines by 45' ro rhe 2nd force. "r , {i* r ."*,o.,
I

fft F, -d F, n"*ton are magnitudes of two forces intersect at a point and their rcsultalt

i equals R newron where R G [2 . tO] > Fl > F2 , find each of Fl and F2 , then find R when

I the measure of the angle between them is l20o .0,+,zr[r.*,on"

E Two forces act ar u roffi
J If ttre magnitude of their resultant is 3 ]li newton and is perpendicular to the smaller

I force. Find the magnitude of each force and the measure of the angle betwe€n them.

I "L6ne!vton!cr=ruo">t_

lO The resultanr of two forces F I and F, isf 0 newron when Fl -L F2 and their resulrant

I 
becomesl 13 newton when the angle between Fl and F2 becomes 60" , find Ft and F2

I .l...netrrun
t_

fp fl Two forces of equal magnirude meeting ar a poinr and the magnitude of their rcsultanr

I equals 12 kg.wt. if the direction ofone of them is reversed then the magnitude ofthe

I resultant becomes 6 kp.wt. Find rhe magnirude oleach force. .r 1E. .,1Er,p.",t"
EEt T*o for"", f . F] meet at a point. Their rcsultant is R gm.wt. The angle between them

,nl/Tgm.wt.,I is of measure 120'. lf rhe directjon of F2 is reversed . the resultant will be

I prove tlat F, = Fr and the resultant in the first case is perpendicular to the second case.
t_

ED 4 . F are two forces acring at a point and their resuhanr is 10 newton and makes an angle

I 
of measure 60"with the force 4 newton. Find the value of F. .2fi9**to,"

EIJ The difference between the magnitudes of two forces acting at a point is 15 newton. and

I their resultanr = 35 newton in magnitude when the measure of the angle betweeD the two

I forces=120',findthemagnitudeofeachofthetwoforces. ":l0,25newbn,t_
ff! The sum of magnitudes of two forces is 4 newton when the measure of the angle between
'l 

them is 60' . then the resultant becomes ]lE newton. Find the magnitude of each of

I the lwo forces. - , I nc$ronr_
Eb The sum of magnirudes of rwo forces acting at a point is 40 kg.wt. the magnitude of their

T resultant is 20 kg.wt. and it is peryendicular to the smaller force. Find the magnitude of
I each of rhe two forces and the cosine of the angle between them. " 15,25kg.wl, +"

@
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ffl Q Two forces of same magnitude F kg.wt. enclose between them an angle of

measure 120o.Ifthe two forces are doubled and the measure of the angle between them

became 60' 
' 
then the magnitude of their resultant incrcases by I I kg.wt. , than the fust

case. Find the magnitude ofF " I +215,

= F , 2 F are two forces act on a particle and enclose between them an angle of measure o

The magnitude of their resultant equals,1[ F (m + l) and if the measure of the angle

between them becomes (90" - cr ) , then the magnitude of the resultant will belE F (m - 1 )
m)

Provethat:tanq=ili

Choose the correct answer from those given :

J. t 3I tfttr",..rtt rt of two forces {,{is perpendicular on {,then the measure of the

t--
I ane,le between lhe two lorces Ft . F2 equals

| ,",-.'(f) (b)cos-r(+) r"r.i, '(f) (d)sin-r(;F'|)

I ( 4 ) If the resultant of two perpendicular forces makes art angle of measue O to the

I graur", for"" *hich of the following values could be a value of 0 ?

I tal so' (b) 70' (c) 4s" (d) l0'
t__
{ t 5 } F, . F, are r*o forces acting at a point and their resultant is R. If F2 reversed then

{ t 2 r f tr,. *tio u-ong magnitudes of two forces and their resultant is 4 : 3 :]/13

I respectively , then (he measure of the angle between the two forces = """ "'

(a) 30" (b) 60' (c) 90' (d) 120'

I *reir resulr-r routes wit}l igle of measure 90o . then ...

I rutr, =P, (b)Fr=2F2
I

I t"r r, = j r, (d) nothing of the previous.

J 1 6 ) The magnirudes of two forces acting at a point are 4 , F newton and the measure of

their included angle is 120' , then F which malrcs

the resultant minimum equals ....... newton.

(a) 1 (b) 2 (c) 3 (d) 4

(a) 7 t4 (b)7:3 (c)5:3 (d)5:2
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( 7 ) If 0, is the rneasure ofthe angle between the resulrant of two forcer (4 , t, ) -O
the force { and 0, is the measue of the angle betweetr the rcsultant of the two

/-
forces (Fl ,2 F2 

J 
and the force Fr . then .........

(a) er = 02 (b) 0r > 0z (c) 0, < 0, (d)0,+0r=4

( 8 ) The magnitudes of two forces acting at a point are F :frF newton ard the

magnitude of their rcsultant is F newton and 0l is the measure of the angle between

F 
' 

R and 02 is the measure between'f 3 F aod R r then .

o)0r=+e,(a) 0r = 02 (c)0r=30 (d)0r=402

o

I
I

@

( 9 ) The magnirudes oftwo forces acting at apointareFt , F2 where:3 <Fl s 12

:4<Fr< 16 and the magnitude of their resultant is R and the measue of their

included angle is 90' : then ..........

(a)5<R<20 O)7<R<28 (c)0<R<18 (d)1<Rs4

(10) T$o forces meet at a point ,lheir magnitudes are Fl , F2 where I 
= 

Fl 
= 

9 ,3 <Fz<'l

and the magnitude oftheir rcsultant R 
' 
then ..........

(a)2sR<16 O)4<R<16 (c)6<R<16 (d)0<R<16

(11) The magnitudes of two forces acting at a poht are Fl r F, where 5 < F, < 20

, 12 < F2 s 2l and the magnitude of their resultant is R , the measure of the angle

between them is O where 0 < 0 < & then ..........
2

(a)13<R<29 o)0<R<41 (c)13<R<41 (d) l7=R=29

One of two forces is half rhe other in magnitude 
' 

they have a certain resultant. If the

small force increased by 4 kg.wl. and the great force becomes double, then their resultant

stays in the same direction of the first case r find the magnitudes of the two forces and

the ratio between the magnitudes of the two resultants in the two cases. " 
4, 8 kg.wr. ! I : I "

{ a"a { are two fo.ces meeting at a point and their resultant is R nemon. If the

dircction of F2 becomes in the opposite directioD , then the magnitude of the resultant

becomes R'1| 3 newtoo and the resultant becomes pe4)endicular to the first resultant.

Find the measure of the angle between the two forces.
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Test your5elf

Choose the correct a[swer from the given ones :

( I ) In the opposite figure :

If the force of magnitude l0 N. is resolved into two

components Fr and F2 inclined to

the force by two a[gles ofmeaswes 60' and 90" respectively r

I
6)/

/.-.d4--------*o

then F2 = .... .. N.

{a; s"[ z

(c) ro{T

(b) 10

(d) 20

( 2 ) In the opposlte llgure !

If the force of magnitude 12 N. is resolved into

two components Fl and F2 inclined to the force

by two angles of measues 30" and 90'

respectively, then F2 = .. ....... N.

(a) l0

(") 6{,
1ry ro{T
(d)4{l

@
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( 3 ) In the opposie figure :

If the force of magnitude 12 N. is resolved into two components

f,-o Fl , tt"n r, = .......... rewton.

( 4 ) In the opposite frgure :

If the force of magnitude 50 newton is rcsolved into two

components f,and { r then F, t F, = ............... newron.

(a) 50

(c) so{2

( 5 ) In the opposite frgure :

If the force F is resolved into the two perpendicular

components Ft and F2 , the vector of the force

F bisects the angle between the directions of

F, and F, and llF, ll = 61 2 newron

' then ll F ll= .......... newton.

(a) 6 o) 6'[z (c) t2

( 6 ) In the opposite frgure :

If the force of magnitude 100 newton is resolved into two

forces Fr and F2 and the force is measued by neMon

r then (F, rFr)= ....

r"r (so ,sor/5)

(c) (50 
' 
50)

( 7 ) In the opposite ligure :

A force of magnitude 20 newton. acts in the

di.ection 30" North ofthe East is rcsolved into two

perpendicular components , then the magnitude of

the component in North direction = .... .... Dewton.

(a) 12 cos 75"

(c) 6 csc 45"

(a) 1o{l
(c) 10

(b) 12 cos 45'

(d) 6 csc 75'

(b) 25

(d) 5o{,

or (soi/: , ro)

(d) (10 , 10)

(b) 20

(d) 5

O ,60**""

\_
o

9@

V-

@)nl,

Nonh

124
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( 8 ) In the opposite ligure :

A force of magnitude 201/t kg.wt. acts in the

Westem North dircction 
' 

is resolved illto two component.

One of them of magnitude Fl in the Eastem North

direction and the other of magnitude F2 in the direction

of West 
' 
then F2 = kg.wt.

(b) 40(a) 30

(c) 50

( 9 ) In rhe opposite ligure :

@)$'[i

If a force F is resolved into two components in the directions

of the coordilate axes ; then the magnitude ofthe component

of this force in the direction ofOI equals ............... newton.

(a) 10

(c) 8

(b) 6

(o+
(10) A force of magnitude 10{2 gm.wt. acts in the Eastem South direction, is resolved

into two perpendicular components , then the magnitude of the component in the

South diJection = ....... gm.wt.

(a) 5 (b) r0 @)rcafi @51,

acts in direction of North. It is resolved

r so its component in dirc-ctiorr of the East of

@z'[i (d) 6

| (12) A for.. of magnitude 4{7 newton acts in direction of East. It is resolved into

two perpendicular components , so its component in the direction of Northern East

of magnitude --.-...... newton.

(a) zero @44[, (c) 4 (d) 6

(13) The magnitude of a force is 6 newton and acts towards the North. It is resolved into

two perpendicular components then its component in direction of Eastem North of

magnifude ...... . ...... newton.

(a) 6 (b)3{t

(11) -,= A force of magnitude 6 newton

into two perpendicular components

magnitude .-----newton.

(a) zero (b) 3

Nonh

@z^[3 (d) zero
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(14) A force of magnitude 51 3 neMon acts in the direction 30. East of the North , is

rcsolved into two perpendicular components , then the magnitude of its component

in the East direction = ..........newton.

. s{3
lal 

2 c)+ . ls{t
tct 2- (d) 151F

(15) The magnitude of a force is 8 neMon and acts in F.ast di.ection. It is resolved

into two components 
' 

the angle between the two components is 120. , then its

component in South direction = ........ ... neMon.

(a) 16 (b) 8 G) 8{3 (o+
(16) A force of magnitude 40 newton acts vertica.lly upwards is resolved into two

components one of them is horizontal of magnitude 20 newton r then the magnitude

of the other = ......-.. newtod.

(a) 20 (b) 20"'[ t @)20{i (d)ro{t
(17) Force of magnitude F newton is resolved into two components { and F] and they

make angles of measure 60o 
' 

90o respectively but on different sides from the line

of action of F . then F, = ............

atEr, (c)3F, (d)

lz' tr",(a) 2 Fz

(18) In the opposite figure :

A vertical force of magnitude 75 newton is resolved

into two components , one of them is hodzontal

of magnitude Fl and the other is of magnitude F2

, then F, = -...........11swt...

(a) 75

(c) 150

(19) Ir the opposite figur€ :

The force F is the resultant of

WU
l6

the two forces { r {
(a) sin 30" + sin 45"

, ^. sin 45" + sin 30"
sin 75"

.tten-! r

o) 75{t
(d) rso{,

(ht sin 75' + sin 30"

sin 75'

.,. sin 75' sin 75"
- 

sin 30" sin 45'



I

(22) In the opposite ligurt :

ABCDEF is a rcgular hexagon. Force of magnitude

15 N. acts along AC and it has be€n resolved into

two components { and { as shown in the figure

F,:Fr=

b).[i:2
(c)lt2

F.
F. rF^.then I=.......

F,
sin 0.

, , 
SIN UI

(c) sin (0r + 02)

@)s"[i

(c) s

or..(ft)
sin e.

(d) 
sin e,

(b)2:1

o) 5{,
(d) rolF

> Exercise 2 !
a

(20) ABCDEF is a regular hexagon. A force of magnitude 20 newton acts ir direction of

AD , then the magnitudes ofthe components ofthe force in direction ofAC 
' 

AF

rcspe{tively are ......

(a) 1o{t, ro (b) s1F,10 (c) ro ,lo{5 @)2o1fa,2o

(21) In the opposite ligure :

The force F has been resolved into two components

(d) r :{l
(23) In the opposite ligure I

If a body of weight l0 newions is placed on

a smooth plane inclined to the horizontal at

an angle of measure 30o , therl the component

of the weight in dircction of line of the greatest

slope downward = .......... N.

\t, t)/\ pt /,tlc t / lJlE)r r.l Jl.]t-JrJu=.E J6tt€Jl E
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(24) If a body of weight (W) is placed on a smooth plane inclined to horizontal by angle (0)

, so the component of its weight in diection of the plane equals ...... .

(a) w (b) W sin 0 (c) W cos 0 (d) W tan e

(25) If a body of weight (W) is placed on an inclined smooth plane makes an angle of

measure (0) with the horizontal , then its weight component in the perpendicular

direction of the plane is ...-

(a) Vr' sin 0 (b) W cos 0 (c) W tan e (d) W csc 0

(26) If a body of weight (W) is placed on an inclined smooth plane makes an angle of

measure (0) with the vertical , then its weight component in direction of the plane

is........

(a) W sin 0 (b) W cos 0 (c) w (d) W tan 0

(27) A body of weight (W) newton is placed on an inclined plane makes ar argle of

measure (0) with the horizontal r then the components ofits weight in direction

line of greatest slope and its perpendicular are 7 r 24 newtol rcspectively 
' 

then the

magritude of the weight (W) = ......... newton.

(a) 7 (b) 24 (c) 2s

(28) A tractor drags a car with a force 1200 newtons.

It's required to replace the tractor by another two

tractors at B and C attached with two

cables to the car and the angle between

the two cables is 90o. If one of the two cables

irclined to the tractor A at an angle 60" r then

the tensions in the two cables B and C

are ........., newtons.

(a) 600 , 600

(c) 600{l ,600

(29) A truck has broken down traffic officen try to

pull the truck by using two daging cars.

The resultant of their tensions is a

horizontal tension of magnitude

6000 newtons as shown in the figure

then T2 = .......... to fie nearest newton.

(a) 3105

(c) 4392

(d) 31

-#

.t,**,

(b)

(d)

(b) 3606

(d) 4293

800 ,400

700 , 500
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a
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o

I
I
c

I
i

-.- A force of magnitude 600 kg. wt. acts on a particle. Find its two components in two

directions making with the force two angles of measures 30o and 45" . .+ 19 -2i . 310.6S !nr.$1. "

A force of magnitude 100 gm.wt. acts in the direction of Westem Nofih. Find its

components in the North direction and in West direction.

A force ofmagnitude 12 kg. wt. acting in the direction ofEastem Nofih was resolved into

two components. One in the direction of East and the other in the direction of Westem

. so1[,:olEg.. *t. "

North. Find these two components.

.- Resolve a horizontal force of magnitude 160 gm.wt. in two perpendicular directions.

One of them inclined to the horizontal with an angle of measure 30" upwards.

" to{5, to gm.wr.,

A force of magnitude 300 dyne. acts in the North direction. Find the magnitudes of

the two perpendicular components if one of them acts in the directioD 30' Nortl of East.

" rso , r5o{'dyne,

. tu lti, tz tg.wr.,

(30) In the opposite figure :

A body of weight (W') rewtons is placed on

a plane inclined to the horizontal at an a[gle

of measure (0). lr is tied by a light sring BC

i[clined to the plane at an angle of measure 20o

above the plane. F, and F2 arc the components

of the tension in direction of the plane and

perpendicular to the plane then.- ..-

(a)F2=Tcos0

(c) F, = T se5 129' * g;

(b) F, = t sia 126' -. 
g;

(d) T = F, sec 20'

.. = 
A force of magnitude 18 newton acts in the direction of South. Find its two

components in the two directions 60" East ofthe South and the other direction

towards 30" West of the South.

. -. Resolve a force of magnitude 90 newton into two equal forces in magnitude and the

" 
s , el/3 

'e*to, "

measure of the angle between their lines of action is 60" " rol/1newton,
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A body of weight 80 newton is placed on a horizontal plane. Find the two perpendicular

components of the weight if one of them inclines to the horizontal with 30. downwards.

- .ro . +nfi neuron -

Two forces acl at a point. c is lhe angle between tem and taD cr = - + .

Tf their resultant is perpendicular lo the smaller force and th. greateJ 
3

force 30 neMon. Find the magnitude of tlte other force and the resultant.

" rs{i, t: nervron ,

Resolve a force ofmagnitude F newton in the North direction into two compo[ents ,

the first in the dircction 30'Norti of East with magnitude 40 newton and the other is in

the West directior. Find each of the magnitude of the force F and the magnitude of the

other component.

U A rigid body of weight 42 netwon is placed on a plane inclined to the horizontal

with an angle of measure 60o . Find the two components of the weight of the body in the

direction ofthe line of the greatest slope and the direction normal to it. .. : t 1E . u t n.,"r,rn ,

A body of weight 60 newton is placed on an inclined plane , at an angle of measure 0

where tan 0 = f , nna fte magnitudes of rhe two components of rhe weight itr the direcrion

of the line of greatest slope of the plane and the pelpendicular to it.
" 36 ,48 newron "

" 
:0 ,20{3 nervron ,

:l In the opposlte figure :

Resolve the vertical force of magnitude 120 grn.wt. into

two components r one of them in the horizontal direction

and the other inclined by an angle of measure 48" with

the line of action of the force.

" 133.27 , 179.34 gm.rvt. "

The opposite figwe represents an angle of a bridge r the force

F of magnitude 30 newton is resolved into two perpendicular

components . the magnitude ofone o[them is t5 fi newton

Find the magnitude of the other component.
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ffi In the opposite ligure :

A lamp of weight 20 newton suspended by two metal B

rcds AC- , BC inclined to the horizootal by two equal

angles , the measure ofeach is 5' :

(1) Resolve the weight of the lamp into two compotrents in the

rlirections Ad , Bd approximating the result to the nearest netwon.

(2) What happeus to the magnitude of the comporeffs of the weight fu the dircctions of

the two metal rods if the messure of the inclination angle to the horizontal decreased

to be smaller than 5" ? And what do you expect to the components when the rcds

become horizontal ? Justify your answer.

2
a

" 114.74 , I14.74 nervlon "

[l! An inclined plane of tength 130 cm. and height 50 cm. a rigid body of weight

390 gm.wt. is placed on it. Find the two components of the weight in the direction of

the lirle of greatest slope of the plane and the perpendicular to it. ( l5() ! 360 sm wt ,

Q In the opposite figure :

A cruiser is pulled by two ships B and C using

two stratrds haoged to a poiDt A on the cruiser ,

the measue of the angle between the two shands

equals 75' : if the measure of the angle between

one of the strands and AD equals 45' alld the

resultant of the forces used to pull the cruiser

equals 5000 rcwtol aDd acts on AD

Find the tension in the two strands. < 2588.2 ! 3660.3 newton >
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Choose the correct answer from those given :

(where i andj are the two fundameltal unit vectors in two perpendicular directions)

(1)IfFr=i-j , F2=2i-4 j , R = 2 a i - 3 b j , then a + b =

(a) 3

(2)--'IfFr =3i-2j,
, then (a 

' 
b) = ..........

(b)3+ (c)3 ) (d) 12,6

E="1-l . E=+l-ul, F=oi-+l

at a point and the resur,"* F= (o@ , ] n) ,,r,"n u t =
(a)-3

j
a

I

I
c

I

@

(a) (l , l)

1:lrrFl=+i
(a) tz

(4)IfF,=3ia2i

(b) 3

( 5 ) Three coplanar forces {= 6la 7l
a particle and they are in equilibrium

(b) (- L 1) (c) (- 1 '- 1)

. rr=ai-s1.,r,"n rill= forceunil

(b) 5 (c) 13 O{n
.F2=ai+7 j 'F.= 12116.1 *" three coplanar forces meeting

(d) (1 ,1)

(c) zero (d) 6

t Fr=a1-9 i , F3=5i+bjactat

'thena+2b=..--..

:l Frcm the school book

Testyourself

(a) 9 (b) s (c) 7 (d) 7

aRem€mbor aUndc6tand OAopry .'. Higher OrderThinking Skills

The resultant

of coplanar

forces meeting

at a point
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( 6 ) If {,qandqare thrce coplanar equilibrium forces meeting at a point ,

andFr =2i-3j ' F2=3it5j 
' 
then F3 = ..........

1ay si zl (b)-sir2j (c)5i+2 j

( 7 ) ff the rcsultant of the forces in

the givel figure acts in direction

of y-axis rthenF=..-- ..force unit.

(a\ 2

(c) 8

)
a

(d)5i-2j

( E ) The resultant of the forces in the

opposite figure acts in direction

of " "'

(a) CD

(c)eF

(a) (s , s4')

(c) (15 ,53' 8)

(lI) In the opposit€ figure :

The direction of the resultant of

( 9 ) In the opposite ligure :

The magnitude of four coplanar forces are t , z , a]l: , :1,6 ne*ton

act at point O in the directlon or 6i ,6f ,6E ana OT

rm(zAOC) = 60" :m(Z BOD) = 30' r

then the magnitude and the direction of the resultant

of the forces is .

(a) (a , 180')

(c) (3 ,0')

(10) In the opposite figure i

ABCD is a square , the forces of magnitudes

5 . 8 .4 i/ 2 ne\ron acr on AB . AD and AC respeclivel)

. $en the polar lorm of the resultant i5

o)aE
(d) cA

(b) (4 , o)
(d) (s , 90)

(b) (ls ,60)

(d) (13 ,90)

(b) 6

(d) 14

(b) East.

(d) North.

the forces is

(a) South.

(c) West.

North
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a

a

(12) In the opposite figure :

The magnitude of the resultant of

the forces (R) = ............... ne\r'ton.

(a) 20

(c) l0

(13) In the opposite ligure :

(a) s0

G) 3o{t

(16) If the resuttant of the forces represented

in the opposite figure acts in X-axis

, then F = .....-- .. newton.

(a) l0

(c) l8

Five equal forces each of magnitude 10 newton act

at one vertex of a rcgular hexagon and in direction of the

other vertices of the hexagon , then the magnitude of
the resultant of these forces = -........- neMotr.

&) 10{,
(d) zerc

o) 20

(d) z0 + ro{3

o) l0

(d) zero

(14) In the opposite figure :

ABCDEF is a regular hexagon r the forces of magnitudes

l5 ,513 ,513 ,15 newron acr on AB ,CA 
' 

EA 
' 

AF

respectively , then the magnitude oftheir

rcsultant = ...... newton.

(a) 5

(c) 2s

(15) In lhe opposite ligure :

ABCDEF is a regular hexagol 
' 
forces of magdtudes

2, 44[r, 8, 2{5 and 4 kg.wt. act at point A in directions

AE 
' 
Ad 

' 
Af , AE and AF respectively.

First : The magnitude of their resultant = .......-- kg.wt.

@) A + 6a[i

(c) 2o{t
o)20 A @ B

(d) 20 +{i

o) 14

(d) 6

Second : The direction of the resultant inclined by an angle of measure ......-... with AB

(a) 30' (b) 4s. (c) 60" (d) 90'
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(18) Three coplanar forces meeting at a point , their magnitudes are 40 , 30 ,40 newton

' 
the fust is in direction 60" West of North r the second is rowards Vy'est and the

third in the direction 30'North of East , then the magnitude of their resultant

equal .......... newton.

ABCD is a rectangle AB =4cm. rBC = 3 cm.

forces 4 N 
' 

10 ,6 N acts along AE , Ae , AD

respeclilely. The resultanl o[ lhese forces 
('

makes with AB an angle of measure ..........

(17) The opposite figure represents some of forces meeting

at a point , then the magnitude ofthe resultant of s

these forces = .........-- ... newton.

(a) t safi (b) 5

(d) zero@s"[, 5

(a) 30

(c) 60

(19) In the opposite ffgure :

(a) 4s"

(c) 30'

(b) 110

(d) 50

D 4cm. C

@

o@B

d

(b) 60'

(d).i,-' (3)
(20) ABCD is a right trapezium atAand D rinwhichAD=CD=4cm.,AB=7cm.

,MCABwhereAM=4cm. 
'aserof 

forces their magnirudes 25 ,Fand ls]Egm.wt.

act at eB , CM ana ei respectively and the norm of the rcsultant of these forces

equals 45 gm.wt. r then the value of F = ... gm.wt.

(a) 10 (b) s0

(c)20 (d) 30

(21) The forces of magnitudes F ,12 ,8''[i ,10]/2 , k newton act on a pafiicle in rhe

directions ofEast , North , Westem North , Westem South and South respectively.If

the magnitude of the resultant = 4 newton due to North , then F K = .. . ..... newton

(a)24 (b) 27

(c) t2 (d) 6

ta , i/\ r2/rr)u t /\i,,J\i\r l,l rL,rtJleLr=..L r-ttal @

r Exercise 3
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(22) In the opposite figure : 
D

The forces ofmagnitude F r5 rK

and 6l l0 N act rn the rectangle ABCD in
al{l

the directions CE , af , a6 , Ha

Suchthat : AB =6 cm., BC = 8 cm. rAH= 6cm.
C

Ifthese forces are in equilibrium r then K = ........ newton. @

(d) 20(a) 12

(a)R,=R,,0,=0,

(c)R,+R,r0,=0,

(c) 18

(b)Rr=R2,0rr02

(d)Rr+R2,0r*e2

(b) ls

(23) The coplanar forces of magnitudes 5 ,4 rF 
'3 

,k 
' 

7 kg.wt. act at a particle and the

measure ofthe angle between each two consecutive forces is 60o 
' 
ifthe system is

in equilibrium r then F + 2 K = ........... .. kg.wt.

(a) 2l (b) 6 (c) 9 (d) 15

(24) The opposite figure rcpresents a set of forces meeting at a point (O)

Mohamed took (O) as an origin ofcoordinate system and

lhe positive direclion of X-axis in direction ot Fl

The magnitude of the resultant was Rt alld made angle of

measure (0,) with the positive direction of X-axis and Ebrahim

took (O) as an origin of coordinate system and the positive

direction of X-axis in dircction of F2 , the magnitude

of the resultant was R, and made an angle of measure (02) with

lhe posir ive direction of x-axis . then ..

Find the resultant (magnitude and direction) ofthe set of forces in each of
the following figures (where each force magnitude is in newton) :

(l) (2)
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Three coplanar forces ofmagnitudes I r 2 .{ 3 newton act at M , their directions are MA

' 
MB and MC respectively where m (Z AMB) = 60" , m (Z BMC) = 30"

, m (Z AMC) = 90" , find the resultant.
" 

,1 newton , in direction of MB "

The forces 8 .4! 3 . 6! 3 and 14 newton act at a point , the measure of the angle

between the first force and the second force is 30' , between the second and the third is

120o and between the third and the fourth is 90' taken in the same cyclic order.

Find the magnitude and direction of the resultant of these forces.

. l.rrrrr . |(iirirri1, .I lorr.,

The coplanar forces of magnitude" 2 . :ili . : f[ 
""ar[ 

newron acl ar a point.

lf the measures between the lrst force and the second force is 45' , the measwe between

the second and the thid is 105" and the measure between the third and the fourth is 120"

taken in the same cyclic order , find the resultant ofthese forces.

.:

Five coplanar forces meeting at a point , their magnitudes are 9 ,6 ,4'[, ,5{2
and 5 newton act due to East , North 

' 
Westem North , Westem South and in the direction

ofSouth respectively. Prove that the set of forces are in equilibrium.

Thrce coplanar forces of magnitudes 60 r 88 and 60 gm.wt. act at a point , the 1s1 is

towards North , the second is in the direction 30" South of West and the 3rd

in the direction 30' South ofEast.

Find the magnitude ofthe resultant ofthese forces and its direction.

?

e

J

J
o

c

J
C

I

- - Four coplanar forces act on a particle the first of magnitude 4 newton acts in the

Eastern direction r the second ofmagnitude 2 newton , acts in direction 60o North of the

East , the third of magnitude 5 newton , acts in direction 60o Noth of the West and the

fourth of magnitude 3]13 newton acts in direction 60' Wesr of the South.

Find the magnitude and direction oftheir resultant.

" 
28 sm.wt. 

' 
30' South ofwesl "

..1N. r 120' "

The forces of magnitudes 2 F ,3 F and 4 F newton act on a particle in the directions

parallel to the sides of an equilateral triangle in the same cyclic order.

Find the magnitude arld the direction of the resultant of these forces.

.,,/ , L.,,u- . t.rltn(t .llLrr ro Lt)!'tarcr ] F -

, .= ABC is an equilateral triangle. M is the point ofintersection ofits medians.

the forces of magnitude 15 , 20 and 25 newton act on a particle at the point M in the

directions of Md , ME , Mi
Find the magnitude and the direction of the resultant of rhese forces.

'/ ,., 'i
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A ABC is an isosceles triangle where m (Z BAC) = 120' , the forces of magnitudes

4 .6'V 3 
' 

4 newton act at A in the directions AB ' CB ' CA respectively.

Find the magnitude and the direction of the resultant of these forces.

n V.r n..',o. .n rtr. o,,..r" n or t ti

Four coplanar forces of magnitude 2, t, 4 and 3 {T N. act at a point A in directions of

BC r BA r CA and AD where ABC is an equilateral triangle and D is the midpoint of BC

Find the magnitude and direction of their resultant. " 1 ne$ton in the direclion of AC "

ABCD is a rectangle where AB = 4 cm. , BC = 3 cm. the forces of magnitudes 2 : 5

and J kg.rl t. act at the point A in lhe direcriont ffi . [f ,n6 ffi lespectjvely.

Find the rcsultant of these forces and the measure of its angle of inclination on IE

ABCD is a rcctangle in which AB = 8 cm. , BC = 6 cm. , E €CD where ED = 6 cm. r

a set of forces their magnitudes 12, 40, 26\ 2 and 4 newton act at AB . CA . AE and

AD respectively.

Find the magnitude and the direction of the resultant of these forces.

- o! I r."ron .l) trr.n {B .

ABCD is a rcctangle in which: AB =21 cm. : BC= gcm.The point O €AB where

AO = 9 cm. four forces of magnitudes 4 .I0 .6 and t2f kg.wt. act at the pointO

in the directions oE , od , Bd and oD respectively.

Find the magnitude ofthe rcsultant ofthese forces and prove that it is paraltet to Bd

" 24 kg.st. "

ABCDEF i\ a regular hexagon . the forces ofmagnitudes 8 .o]E.S .+t[n"*ton
act on AB , AC r AD and AE respectively. Find ihe magnitude and the direction of their

,, {osr ,",","" ,ao'i with Ii "resultant.

-j ABCDIIE is a regular hexagon. Forces of ma-gnirudes 2 ,413 ' 8 
' 
213 and4kg.wt.

act at point A in directions AB , AC , AD , AH , AE respectively.

Find the magnitude and the dircction of their resultant. . 20 kg.wt. 
' 
60' $ rlh AE -

ABCDEF is a regular hexagon. M is the point of intersection of its diagonals.

the forces ofmagnitudes4; I r4 r5 r 2 and 3 gm.wt. actatM in the directions of

MT ,ME ,Md,M6 ,MEANAfrF

Find the resultant of these forces and prove that it is in the direction of MD ( 2 gm.wt.,
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ABC is adght-angled tdangle at B whereAB = 80 cm. r BC = 60 cm., D eAC
where BD = DC

?
tD

o

o

o

o

j
I

J
c

J

I

The four forces of magnitudes 8 , 12

in the directions AB , BC 
' 
CA and

Find the resultant ofthese forces and

r 15 and l0 newton act at the point B

BD respectively.

prove that it acts in ED

t!- ABCD is a square of side length is l2 cm. H eBC where BH = 5 cm.

forces of magnitudes 2 ,13 ,4\ 2 ,9 gm.M. act in dircctions of AB,AH 
' 
CA and

AD respectively.

. l01,Egm.wr. in <lircction of ed,Find the magnitude of the resultant of these forces-

ABCD is a square of side length 6 cm. The point E is the midpoint of BC and F

is the midpoint ofDC 
'the 

five forces ofmagnrrudes 2 . tz^{i , a'[i ,ffi and 4 kg.wr.

act at the point A in the directions of AE , AE , -i , AF and Ad respectively.

Find the magnitude and the direction of the resultant of these forces. - r{rLir,]l . r. al r: ,.

ABCD is a square , E GAD , four forces of magnirudes 4 , +f/i, tO{Z . f tg.rt. u"t

at point B in the directions BA 
' 

BE r DB 
' 
BC : if these forces are in equilibrium r find

m (Z ABE) and the value of F l, .:(. '/t )r.", .

The coplanar forces of magnitudes 5 , 4 , F 
'3,KandTkg.wt.actataparticle

and the measure ofthe angle between each two consecutive forces is 60"

Find the magnitude ofF and K that makes the system in equilib um. rr : | ,! ni ,

The forces of magnitu des Y, A, a^[i's'[i, K newron acr on a particle

in the directions of East r Nofth r Western North , Westein South and South respectively.

Find the values ofF and K if the magnitude ofthe resultant = 2 newton due to Nofih.

Forces of magnitudes f , ffi , O{i ,Xgm.wt. acr at a particle. The last three forces

are ir the directions of North 
' 
60'West of North r 60" South of East respectively. If the

resultant of these four forces = 8 gm.wt. in magnitude in the direction of East.

Determine the value ofF and its direction. " 16 gm.\!r.,60'Nofth ofEast "

The forces ofmagnitudes F , 8 
' 
K ,5 ,8fi newton acr at a point in the directions of:

East 
' 
30'East of North 

' 
North , West and South respectively.

Find the values ofF and K ifthe resultant is 4 newton in magnitude in the direction of

60" Nofih of East. . .L of 
".*ro" 

,
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1 aRemember aUnderstand OAPPry .i Highe. Order Thinking skills

ABCD is a dght trapezium at A and D, in which AD = CD = 40 cm., AB = 70 cm.,

M e AB where AM = 40 cm. , a set of forces their magnirudes 25 , F , l0 lDand 35 gm.rrt.

act at CB , CM , CA and CD respectively and the norm of the resultant of these forces

equals 50 gm.wt. Find F li l lfr ,\l

In each of the followilg figures find the magnitudes ofF and K in newton that

makes the system in equilibrium :

(1) (2) (3)

Coplanar forces of magnitudes F , 3{i , 2]/ 3 and]Enewton act on a particle.

The first force acts in the east direction. The angle between the first and the second force

is of measure 45o r the angle between the second and the third force is of measure 105'

, the angle between the third and the fouflh force is ofmeasure 120o. lf the magnitude

oftheir resultant is 3{Tnewton , then find the value ofF and measure of the angle

between the resultant and the first force.

ABCDEF is a regular hexagon.

Forces of magnitudes 4 ,2413 ,F,2 {3 and K kg.wt. act in the directions ofAE r Ad r

AD , AE and AF respectively.

If the resultant ofthese forces is of magnitude 20 kg.wt. in the direction of Ad

Find the values of F , K r 1l) .rllnr '

= 
. . In the opposite figure :

Four coplanar forces act at the point (O)

in rhe direcrions shown in the ligure where 'in 0 = !
and the resultant of these forces

is 8! 2 N. and makes an angle olmeasure IJ5" with OX

r then find the values ofF r K " I i 1+.e\ron "

If Fr = 5 i + 3 j , Fz=ai+6j , F3 = - 14 i + b j are thrce coplanar forces meeting at

(ro{z , r:sJ , then find the values of a and ba point and their resultant is R==



FIRST

fl Choose the correct answer from ttre given ones :

( I ) TWo forces of magnitudes 8 and 16 kg.wt. and the measurc of their included angle

is 120' If these two forces act at a body , therl the direction of motion of the body

makes an angle of measwe .. . ... with the smaller force.

(a) 30" (b) 90' r. ) 606 (d) 45'

( 2 ) TWo forces of equal magnitude and intersecting at a point. The measure of the

angle between the two forces is 120" and the magnitude of each is 6 N. r then the

magnitude of their resultant = ...- N.

(a) 12 (b) 61i 3 (c) 6 @)o"[i
( 3 ) F N. and K N. are the magnitudes of two forces where F > K If the smallest and the

greatest value of their resultant are 5 r 9 newton respectively

' 
then 5 F - 2 K = ....... .. .. N.

(a) 53 (b) 3l (c) 49 (d) 4

( 4 ) A body of weight 20 N. is placed on a smooth inclined plane makes an angle of
measure 30" with the horizontal 

' 
then the compoDent of the weight itr direction

perpendicular to the plane = ... N.

(a) 10 (b) 20 @)n^[i (d) 10{,

( 5 ) Forces of magnituOes t 
'+'li: ,Or/5, f4 newtotr act at a point. The measue ofthe

aogle betweeD the first and second force is 30" and betweel the second aDd thid is

120' and between the third and fourth is 90" in one cyclic order 
' 
then the magnitude

of their resultant = ...... ...

(.a) 4 (b) 6 (c) 8 (d) 7

( 6 ) Tlvo forces ofmagnitudes 3 
' 

F neMon and measure ofthe algle between them is f
if their resultatrt is perpendicular to the first force 

' 
then F = ........ . newton.

(a) l5 (b) 3 @z^[i (d) 6

,..",*,, ['"10""']

@ Answer the following questions :

( 1 ) A force of magnitude 18 newton acts in south directio[. Firld its two components in

directions of60" East of South and 30" West ofSouth. (2 marks)

( 2 ) Three coplanar forces of magnitudes L 2 ,{inewton act at M , their directions

are MA r MB and MC respectively wherc m (Z AMB) = 60" , m (Z BMC) = 30'

'm 
(Z AMC) = 90'Find the resultant. (2 marks)
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tlChoose the correct answer from the given ones : (6 marks)

( 1 ) The resultalt of two forces 6 , 8 newton is 10 N. , then the measure of the angle

between their dircctions = . . ....-......"

(a) 60 (b)90 (c) 120 (d) 150

( 2 ) Two forces intersecting at a point , their magnitudes 7 and F newton and their

rcsultart bisects the angle between them , then (F - I ) = 
........... ... N.

(a)8 (b)7 (c)6 (d)5

( 3 ) In the opposite Iigure :

The force R is rcsolved into two components Fr and F2

r then F, = " -- -' 1"*1on.

(b) 12 cos 45"

(d)6 csc 75'

( 4 ) In the opposite figure :

If the resultant of the shown forces acts in direction

of y-aris r then F= ....-.......

(^)2

(c)8 (d) 14

( 5 ) The magnitudes of two forces are 5 and 10 newton and their resultant is pelpendicular

on the smaller force. If the measure of angle between the two forces is Ct and their

rcsultant is lR , then ... --.......

(a)q=60",R= 10{JN. (b)ct = 120" , R( = 10{3 N.

(c)(x=600,R=5{rN. (d)([ = 120' ,R= 5{rN.

( 6 )In the opposite figure r

A body of weihgt 260 gm.wt. and tan O = + r W, r W, are

magnitudes ofthe two components in direction ofthe inclined

plarc downwad and perpendicular to the plane 
' 
then . ..........

(a)wr = 120 gm.wt. , w2 = 50 gm.wt. (b)wr = 260 gm-wt. , w2 = 65 gm.wt.

(a) 12 cos 75'

(c)6 csc 45'

N.

(b)6

(d)wr + wz = 340 gm.wt.(c)W, -W, = 70 g6.1y1.

(r: f )/ I c/,, r /(pul'*t) sl'13!}!l1eu=ld rEL@Jl E

f--r"i-f
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fl Answer the following questions :

( I ) In the opposite ligure :

If the force of magnitude 40 N. is resolved

into two components Fr and F2 as shown in the flgule. c 6)- ( 2 marks)Find the two component magnitudes Ft r F2

( 2 ) The magnitudes of three forces are 10 r 20 r 30 newton acting at otre point. The first

acts due east 
' 

the second makes an angle of measure 30o west of the north and the

third makes an angle of measure 60" south of the west. Find the magnitude and the

direction of their resultant. (2 marks)

E
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B a D 

B a 3 D 

B a D 

 
 

Complete the following: 

The effect of a force on a body is determined by the following: .................................................................. 

The vector of the resultant of the two  forces  F1  , F2  is equal to : ................................................................ 

The maximum value of the resultant of two forces of magnitudes 4 , 6 Newton meeting at 

a point equals ............................................................................................................................. ............................................................................... 

The minimum value of the resultant of two forces of magnitudes 5 , 9 Newton meeting at a 

point equals ............................................................................................................................................................................................................. 

2  , 3 Newton  ar.e.. ...t..w....o.... ..f..o...r...c...e...s. .,....i..f....t..h...e.....a...n....g...l..e.....b...e...t..w.....e...e...n.....t..h....e...m.......i..s....6....0.... ...t..h...e...n........t.h....e.....m.....a...g....n...i..t..u...d....e....o....f....t..h...e...i..r.. 

resultant   equals 
 

Choose the correct answer from those given: 

The magnitude of the resultant of the two forces of magnitudes 3  , 5 newton and the measure 

of the angle between them is 60 equals 

2 N 6 N 7 N 8 N 
 

Two forces of magnitudes 3  , 4 N act on a particle and the magnitude of their resultant is 

5 N , then the measure of the angle between them equals 

30 45 60 90 

 

Two equal forces, the magnitude of each of them is 6 N, the magnitude of their resultant is 

6N ,  then the angle between them equals: 

30 60 120 150 

 

Two forces of magnitudes 3  , F Newton and the measure of the angle between them is 120. 

If their resultant is perpendicular to the first force, so the value of F in Newton is 

1.5 3 3 6 
 

If the two forces 6 , 8 N are perpendicular then the sine of the angle of inclination of their 

resultant with the first force equals: 
3 4 3 4 
5 5 4 3 

 

Answer the following questions: 

Two forces of magnitudes 5  , 10 Newton act on a particle and the measure of the angle 

between them is 120. Find the magnitude of their resultant and the measure of the angle 

made by the resultant with the first force. 

A 

A B a D 

A B a D 

A 

A 
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3 

Two forces of magnitudes 3, 3 kg.wt act on a particle and the measure of the angle 

between them is 45. Find the magnitude and the direction of their resultant. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

Two forces of magnitudes 15 , 8 kg.wt act on a particle. If their resultant equals 13 kg.wt, 

find the angle between the two forces. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Two forces of magnitudes 8 , F Newton act on a particle and measure of the angle between 

them is 120 . If their resultant is F N , find the magnitude of F. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Two forces of magnitudes 4 , F Newton act on a particle and the measure of angle between 

them is 135, If the direction of their resultant is inclined by an angle of measure 45 on F. 

Find f
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Forces resolution 
Complete the following: 

A force of magnitude 6 Newton acts in direction of North. It is 

resolved into two perpendicular components, so its component in 

direction of the East equals ................. Newton. 

A force of magnitude 4 newton acts in direction of East. It is resolved into two 

Perpendicular  components, so its component in the direction of Northern East equals ................ 

....................................... Newton. 
 

 

# If the force R is resolved into two components F1 , F2 which 

make with the force R two angles of measures 30, 45 from 

different directions of its line of action, || R || = 12 newton, 

So: F1 = ..................................... Newton , F2 = ...................... Newton. 

  

 
    

 

 
 

 
 

# If the force R is resolved into two components F1  

, F2 which make with the force R two angles of 

measure 45, 90 from different directions of its line of 

action and || R || = 18 Newton, So: F1 

F2 = ......... Newton 

= ......... Newton,  

 
 
 

  
If the force F is resolved into two perpendicular components 

 

F1  , F2 and the force vector F bisects the angle between the 

directions of F1  , F2  and || F || = 6 kg. wt 

so: || F1 || = ............................................... kg wt , 

|| F2 || = ........................... kg wt. 

2 
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Force of magnitude 12 

of the west. 

 
 

newton acts in direction 30 North 

¾ Magnitude of the component of the force in the western 

direction =............................. Newton. 
  

¾ Magnitude of the component of the force in the northern 

direction = ........................... Newton. 

2 
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A force of magnitude 600 gm.wt acts on a particle. Find its two components in two directions 

making with the force two angles of measures 30 , 45. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A force of magnitude 120 newton acts in direction of the Northeast. Find its two components 

in the direction of East and in the direction of North. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

A rigid body of weight 42 newton is placed on a plane inclined to the horizontal with a angle 

of measure 60. Find the two components of the weight of the body in the direction of the 

line of the greatest slope and the direction normal t
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The resultant of coplanar 

 forces meeting at a point 

 

 
 

Complete the following: 
 

If the forces F1  = 2  i  , F2  =  i  - 2 j , F3  = 6 j then: 

the magnitude of the resultant of the forces = ..................................... and its direction = ..................................... 
 

 
If the forces F1  = 2  i  - 2 j , F2  = 4  i  - 8 j , R = 2 a  i  - 3b j 

then: a = ......................................... , b = ......................................... 
 

 

 

                  If F1  = 3  i  - 2 j ,  F2 = a  i  -  j ,  F3 = 4  i  - b j , R= 6  i  - 4 j 

hen: a = ......................................... , b = ......................................... 
 

 
 

Find the magnitude and the direction of resultant of the forces shown in each of the following 

figures: 
 

y 
3 2 

 

 

  c 

x` O 

2 3 

 

 
4 3 

 
 0c 

x 

y  ̀ Figure 
( ) 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

D 

 
  cm 

  

8 cm C 

 
C 

 
 

 
C 

Isosceles triangle 

Figure ( ) 

A 
 0 

B 
B 

Rectangle it's dimensions are 

 cm , 8cm 

Figure ( )

Exercise 

y   

4 3 

x` 
 0c  0c 

  x 

3 

Figure 
( ) 

3 

y` 

y 

  

4 2 

x` O 
  c 

  x 

y` 
Figure 

( ) 

E D 

4 3 
  

H 
  

2 3 

A 8 B 

  

 0c 

A 6 3 

  0c 

 0c 
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3 The forces 3 , 6 , 9 and 12 kg.wt act on a particle and the measure of the angle between 

the first and the second is 60 , between the second and the third is 90 and between the third 

and the fourth is 150. Find the magnitude and the direction of resultant of these forces. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Three forces of magnitudes 10 , 20 , 30 newton act at a particle. The first acts towards the east 

and the second makes an angle of measure 30 west of the north and the third makes an angle of 

measure 60 South of the west. Find the magnitude and the direction of resultant of these forces. 
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3 

2 

Four forces of magnitudes 10 , 20 , 30 and 40 gm.wt act on a particle, the first acts in 

the east direction and the second acts in the direction 60 north of the east and the third acts 

in the direction 30 north of the west and the fourth acts in the direction making an angle of 

60 South of the east. Find the magnitude and direction of resultant of these forces. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A B C is an equilateral triangle , M is the point of intersection of its medians. The forces of 

magnitudes 15 , 20 , 25 newton act on a particle in the directions of MC , MB , MA . Find 

the magnitude and the direction of the resultant of these forces. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If F1  = 5  i + 3 j ، F2  = a  i + 6 j and F3 = 14 i + b  j are three coplanar 

forces meeting at a point and their resultant R  = (10 ، 135) Find the values of a , b 
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2 

y 

            

 0c   c 

  

y` 

 

In the opposite figure : 

If the magnitude of the resultant of the forces equals 3 

Newton, then find the value of F and the measure of the 

angle between the line of action of the resultant and the x` x 

first force 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Y 

E D 

2 3 

In the opposite figure : 
F
 

If the magnitude of the resultant of the forces equals 

20 Kg.wt and acts in the direction of A D Find the O 
2 3 

C
 

values of F and K. 
K
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